HELLO MARY LOU
Performed by CREEDENCE CLEARWATER REVIVAL

G C
Cho...HELLO MARY LOU, GOODBYE HEART
G D
SWEET MARY LOU I'M SO IN LOVE WITH YOU
G Em C
I KNEW MARY LOU WE'D NEVER PART
G D G C G
SO HELLO MARY LOU GOODBYE HEART

G
PASSED ME BY ONE SUNNY DAY
C
FLASHED THOSE BRING BROWN EYES MY WAY
G D
AND OOH I WANTED YOU FOREVER MORE
G
I'M NOT ONE TO GAZE AROUND
C
SWEAR MY FEET STUCK TO THE GROUND
G D G C G
AND THOUGH I NEVER DO MEET YOU BEFORE

I SAID....

G C
HELLO MARY LOU, GOODBYE HEART
G D
SWEET MARY LOU I'M SO IN LOVE WITH YOU
G Em C
I KNEW MARY LOU WE'D NEVER PART
G D G C G
SO HELLO MARY LOU GOODBYE HEART

[Instrumental over one verse]

G
ALL YOUR DATES MIGHT HURT THE BOYS
C
BELIEVE ME I JUST HAD NO CHOICE
G D
MY HEART JUST WOULDN'T LET ME STAY AWAY
G
TALK ABOUT A MOONLIT NIGHT
C
ON THE RUN YOU DO LOOK NICE
G D G C G
AND ALL I HAD TO SEE FROM YOU TO SAY

G C G
Cho...HELLO MARY LOU, GOODBYE HEART - SWEET MARY LOU I'M SO IN LOVE WITH YOU
G Em C G D G C G
I KNEW MARY LOU WE'D NEVER PART SO HELLO MARY LOU, GOODBYE HEART
Repeat last line.
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